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Man
 
stabbed
 
near
 
campus
 
Incident
 may 
have
 
been gang
-related
 
By Stacey Hewitt 
Spartan Daily Stall Writer 
At 
approximately  2:30 p.m. 
Monday,
 a man 
collapsed
 at 
the corner 
of
 Seventh and 
San Fernando
 streets 
after 
being 
stabbed  outside
 a 
Lucky's 
grocery
 store on 
Santa Clara Street. 
The victim was
 attacked 
from behind
 in what It. 
Bruce Lowe
 of the UPD 
described
 as an alleged
 drug -
and gang -related
 incident. 
UPD handed
 the investiga-
tion over 
to the San 
Jose 
Police 
Department, who 
took 
one 
witness  in for 
ques-
tioning. 
According to the 
victim,
 
who 
asked to remain anon-
ymous, he 
was attacked 
while 
attempting  to 
move
 
his car. 
"I 
went
 to move my 
car 
and someone
 stabbed me,"
 
the victim
 said. 
He was 
taken to San
 Jose 
Medical 
Center  and 
was  
treated for stab 
wounds to 
See Attack, 
page
 3 
Officers take a key witness in custody for
 questioning.
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Paramedics
 took 
the 
stabbing
 victim
 to San Jose Medical Center after
 he collapsed
 on Seventh and San Fernando streets 
SJSU 
fourth 
most
 
expensive  
in
 CSU 
system  
By 
Michelle Maitre 
.partan Daily Stall Writer 
San Jose State 
University  is 
the fourth 
most expensive 
school 
in the California State 
University  system, according to 
a fee comparison
 from the CSU 
Chancellor's  Office. 
A California resident 
who  
attends SJSU with 6.1 or more 
units pays $1,966 
per year. The 
average for student fees among 
CSU's 20 campuses is $1,835 for 
a full-time California 
resident.
 
Only three other universities 
are more expen,:ve than 
SJSU:  
Cal State Sonoma at $2,070; Cal 
Poly San 
Luis Obispo at $2,027; 
and San Frant isco State at 
$1,978. 
"Every
 campus has different 
components," said budget direc-
tor Rose 
Lee, when asked what 
would account for SJSU's higher 
fees. "Maybe we just have more 
components. I know 
that we 
have lots of stuff going on." 
Lee said 
extra services, like 
Options  
available
 for 
influenza
 
vaccinations  
By Shelley Spackman 
Spartan 
Daily Stall Writer 
Students who avoid getting 
their 
annual  flu shots 
because 
of fear, inconvenience or lack of 
time, just 
ran out of excuses. 
Needle-free and drive-through 
flu  injections
 are here  but 
not
 at SJSU.
 
The  needle -free injection, 
called the 
Biojector
 2000, uses 
compressed  gas 
(carbon  diox-
ide) and 
sterile, disposable 
syringes to 
deliver a vaccina-
tion
 into the 
body's
 tissue with-
out  using a 
needle. 
The 
compressed  gas 
provides  
enough power
 to "push" the
 
vaccine
 into 
the  skin. 
The drive
-through 
flu injec-
tion
 is a 
program
 which
 enables 
patrons
 to 
Immunize  
them-
selves
 against 
the  flu 
without
 
even getting 
out of their car.
 
Patients simply 
drive through 
a designated 
Immunization  area 
and receive
 a flu vaccination 
from a nurse 
"We want to make it as conve-
nient as possible for people to 
get their flu 
shots." said 
Margaret Leathers, 
executive  
director of 
the American Lung
 
Association  of Santa 
Clara -San 
Benito 
Counties.
 
The injections
 are a part 
of
 
two new programs created by 
the American 
Lung  Association 
of Santa Clara
-San Benito 
Counties 
and  
the 
Visiting 
Nurses 
Association  (VNA) to 
get more people 
immunized.  
SJSU's Student Health Center 
will not be offering the 
two  new 
Immunization methods,
 but will 
be offering regular vaccinations 
beginning Oct. 13. 
"I haven't heard of those 
new 
immunization  
methods,"
 said 
Janice
 Uyeda, 
nursing  
director
 
of 
SJSU's 
Student
 Health
 
Services.  "But we 
will be offer-
ing regular flu 
shots to students 
starting Oct. 
13."
 
Nurse 
JoAnn 
Disbrow  
of
 the 
VNA 
recommends
 that 
every-
one 
should  
consider
 getting
 the 
flu vaccine. 
"Flu
 
Immunization
 is not 
just 
See 
Injections,
 page 
3 
the new 
transit
 program and 
child  care facilities, are avail-
able at SJSU, but not at other 
campuses and
 affect fees. 
"I don't mind 
paying extra to 
keep those services available," 
anthropology
 junior James 
Singleton  said. "It's a benefit 
most people can 
use."  
Liberal studies junior Ana 
Boban agreed. 
"I don't 
really  take advantage of 
any of 
those  services," she said, "but 
it's worth it for people who do." 
Colleen  Bentley-Adler, spokes-
person for the Chancellor's 
Office, said the board of trust-
ees sets a baseline
 state uni-
versity fee at $1,584. Any stu-
dent fees above that amount 
are called 
campus
-based fees 
and are set by individual 
universities. 
Campus -based fees at SJSU 
are higher than the system 
average
 in two main areas  
student union fees and student
 
health
 service fees. 
JEREMY 
HOCANSPARTAN  DAII 
Joe 
West  
Hall  resident
 Jason 
Brooks says its 
hard
 to keep 
his room clean
 "People 
are always 
coming  in
 out
 
of
 
here."  
Student Union fees are $162 
per student per year. The aver-
age among 
the  CSU system is 
$90 per year. 
Judy Hermann, public rela-
tions director for the Student 
Union, said the fees are above 
the system average, "probably 
because our facilities are more 
extensive and include not only 
the Student Union, but The 
Event Center and Aquatic 
Center." 
See Fees, page 3 
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San Carlos 
project 
on track 
Scheller  house 
won't
 delay work 
By Nancy J. Zamani 
Spartan  
[lady Staff Wnter 
Despite 
a restraining
 order pre-
venting  the 
demolition  of 
the 
Scheller  house, 
construction 
will 
begin
 on the 
renovation 
of San 
Carlos 
Street  in two 
weeks,  accord-
ing to 
J. Handel 
Evans,
 university 
president.
 
During the
 Academic 
Senate 
meeting  
Monday,
 Evans 
said  the 
Scheller house
 has long 
been a 
problem for 
the  university. 
"We've been
 trying to 
sell
 or give 
It 
away since 
1989," Evans
 said. 
"No one 
wants  to take 
it
 off our 
hands."  
"The 
San Carlos 
construction  
and 
Scheller
 house are 
two separate
 
issues," 
Evans  said. "We
 intend 
to
 
go ahead 
with  the 
construction.
 I 
do not have 
the money, nor
 am I 
capable of spending
 the money to 
renovate 
the  (Scheller) 
site."  
In a further
 action, the 
Senate 
also 
received
 a report 
on a  change 
in registration 
policy for students
 
who attempt 
to repeat 
courses
 
for 
credit. This policy will 
not 
take 
effect
 until the Spring 
1996  
semester. 
Students 
seeking  to repeat
 a 
course will not 
be
 able to register 
by phone, and 
must  instead try to 
register later during the 
Add/Drop 
period,
 according 
to Cindy 
Margolin, 
associate
 dean of cur-
riculum in the 
undergraduate  stud-
ies office. 
A new
 computer system, SIS*, 
will 
replace the Touch-SJSU system 
currently  in use. Every night the 
system will check 
the student 
records of students
 registered that 
day and will
 flag the rtcords of 
those attempting to rci.)..:It 
(((u,ses. 
These students will 
b( ..,c.aaati-
cally dropped (ruin uoi,c aiid 
will be 
notified  by postcard, 
See San Carlos,
 page 3 
Dirty rooms could win cash 
Messiest college dorm
 worth 
$1,000 from Milton 
Bradley
 
By
 Tina Casalino 
Spartan
 Daily Stall
 Writer 
Friday. He 
said
 the dorm gets 
messy when his friends drop in. 
Someone living on campus "Things get moved around a lot. 
could win $1,000 if they can prove It's worse than this s,,iiiet ,..t , 
they live in the messiest dormito- 
Brooks
 said. 
ry room.
 
Meghan Koll's room, also locat-
"Pass the Pigs," a Milton ed in Joe West  Hall. is consider -
Bradley game which substitutes ably more messy than Brook's 
pigs as 
dice,  is sponsoring a room. 
national search
 for the Upon  entering, 
one  
biggest pigsty on college 
!night 
notice  an open 
campuses.
 package of rice cakes sit -
College 
students  from 
ring
 on the window sill. 
around the country
 are there are clothes spewing 
eligible to enter as 
long  nit of a hamper and roller 
as they live in on -campus 
blades, shoes and maga-
dorms.
 Students who zines on the 
floor. 
enter must be nominated by their Unlike Brook, she
 has a legiti-
Resident Advisors,  mate reason for not 
cleaning her 
Two San Jose State University room. She is suffering 
from knee 
students may very well qualify 
for problems and has been advised 
the  prize money, if they decide to by her doctor to stay off of her 
enter the contest. Jason Brooks, 
feet. She is considering entering 
an SJSU 
freshman who resides at the contest. 
Joe West Hall, greets his visitors "$1,000 could really be nice," 
with empty
 pizza boxes, Coke she said. 
cans,
 unmade beds, clothes. Allison Bell, a Resident Advisor 
shoes and sheets scattered at Joe West Hall, thinks Koll's 
around his 
room, 
room looks pretty good. Bell 
Brooks said he and 
his room-
mate
 cleanup their 
room
 every 
See Mess, 
pagt.
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OPINION
 
 Point
 of View
  
Segregation
 
legitimized
 
by
 
school
 
choice
 
AB 
2768, the so called 
"school choice- 
bill  is a 
waste  of 
legislative
 time and 
effort.
 
Not only is it 
trivial, but it will 
only serve the 
wants and 
needs of a 
select  few. 
AB 
2768
 will make 
it
 easier for 
parents  to 
choose 
what public 
school  they 
want
 their chil-
dren  to 
attend.  
For 
example,  instead 
of going to the 
school 
across
 the street, a 
parent  can take 
their  kid to a 
school
 across town. 
There  are 
instances
 where 
having  a choice 
of
 
school is 
necessary.  If a 
child is 
constantly  
harassed by 
other students
 or is 
otherwise  
threatened,
 certainly a 
change  of 
campus
 is nec-
essary, but a 
legislative  bilr 
Then 
there are those 
parents who 
will
 want 
their
 kids in a 
different
 school for 
their  own per-
sonal reasons. 
Maybe a 
parent
 won't 
want
 their child
 in a 
school
 with a lot of 
African
-American 
kids  or a lot 
of poor kids. 
Maybe  a parent 
would
 rather have 
their child 
go
 to the public school
 in the uptown 
district
 rather than 
downtown.
 
What  
these
 parents
 will have
 is 
legislation
 that
 
will 
justify
 their
 
discrimination.
 
Consider  
the
 widespread
 
implications
 of chil-
dren being
 shuffled 
around 
on
 a large 
scale, using
 
a shift in 
enrollment
 from 
downtown  
schools 
to 
uptown  
schools  
as
 an 
example.  
Schools 
get  their 
funding  
based
 on the 
number  
of students
 enrolled 
in that 
school.
 If a lot 
of stu-
dents 
are taken 
out,  a lot of 
funding 
disappears  
with them.
 
The students 
left behind  
who for one 
reason  
or another 
can't go to a 
different school
  are 
left with 
potentially  
underfunded  
schools.  
The 
future of 
schools
 under AB 
2768 isn't hard
 
to see. 
They will 
begin  to reflect 
the  
segregation
 prob-
lems we 
have already 
faced  as a 
nation.
 And the 
segregation
 will be 
legitimized  
with  this bill. 
It's 
hard
 to 
understand  the 
rationale for
 this 
bill.  AB 2768 
does
 not only 
"further  the 
cause  of 
school 
choice,"
 it has 
the  potential 
to destroy 
schools 
already
 in financial
 trouble and
 send us 
back  in time 
to 
segregationist
 
America.  
School
 
choice
 
ensures 
parent
 
voice  
To protest the 
"school
 choice" bill 
awaiting  
Gov. Wilson's signature
 is to protest free 
choice.
 
Bill AB 2768 will allow 
parents more flexibility 
in choosing the public school
 they would like 
their  children to attend, even 
if
 that  school lies 
outside their dictated
 school district. 
If signed into law,
 the bill will restore some-
thing sorely lacking from public education 
 
parental choice. 
The public school 
system denies parents the 
right to choose for themselves
 which school 
their child can attend. 
Instead.
 that 
important
 decision
 is made by 
the 
government 
and is based 
on no criteria
 other 
than
 location  
a child must
 attend the 
school  
closest
 to his 
or
 her home.
 
The 
U.S.
 citizenry 
would  not allow
 the govern-
ment to 
dictate
 other areas
 of their life 
this way. 
A law 
that
 would force 
people  to shop 
only  in 
the 
grocery store or 
shopping mall 
that  is closest 
to 
his or her home 
is preposterous; 
yet when it 
comes to 
the education 
of children, 
one  of the 
most 
important issues 
facing California,
 parents 
must abide
 by a closest -to
-home rule. 
The argument that 
all  schools within the 
public  
school
 system are basically
 the same and there-
fore location 
is irrelevant is simplistic at best.
 
Other 
issues
 besides curriculum decide 
the 
quality of a 
child's education. 
A positive learning 
environment
 ensures a 
child's success just as 
do
 textbooks and pencils. 
Sadly, a positive 
environment  isn't always easy 
Letter to the
 Editor 
to come 
by
 in the 
school
 that is 
closest to 
one's  
home and
 thus parents
 must be 
granted  the 
abil-
ity to decide
 for themselves
 which 
school  is best 
for their child's
 needs. 
Certainly
 
concerns
 that 
this  law 
will
 only bene-
fit an 
exclusive  class
 of people 
who  can 
afford
 to 
send their 
children across
 town to 
another  cam-
pus 
are  valid. 
And 
other,
 more 
serious  
concerns
 that 
racism
 
instead of 
education  
will
 become a 
defining fac-
tor  in a 
parent's
 decision to 
move a child 
should 
not be 
discounted.
 
But the 
bill text includes
 specific 
provisions  
that must be 
met  before a 
child
 can be moved.
 
The  bill is 
designed
 to make school 
choice easier 
and more 
accessible to all 
parents, not just 
those 
who can 
afford
 to move their
 child. 
Plus, the threat
 of greater school 
competition 
for 
students  would 
necessarily  force 
improve-
ments on 
campuses  with poor 
academic  stan-
dards so that 
parents,  rich and 
poor alike, who 
don't  meet transfer
 criteria will still
 benefit. 
The
 true issue at hand 
is
 not whether the 
pas-
sage of 
AB 2768 will mean the 
passage of sanc-
tioned, 
voluntary  
segregation.
 
The 
true  issue behind AB 
2768  is a fundamental 
right 
of
 choice that is 
being  denied to 
parents
 
with children enrolled
 in the public school
 sys-
tem. 
Wilson
 /no debate'
 policy
 
reveals
 weakness 
Dear Editor: 
The least Gov.
 Wilson can do 
for the California citizens and 
voters  in his 1994 campaign for 
reelection is to cogently field 
and answer our questions in a 
televised  debate. 
The fact that the very idea of 
this somehow
 repels 
him  brings 
his 
own viability
 as a candidate
 
for the gubernatorial
 election 
into 
serious  question. 
A debate
 forum such as 
the 
one which Kathleen
 Brown has 
proposed  is in fact 
asking  very 
little
 of the incumbent. 
Traditional 
democratic 
processes from 
the local town 
hall meeting
 to political 
addresses including
 F.D.R.'s 
fireside chats of the 1930s 
were  
designed to incorporate 
indi-
vidual 
voter concern and 
inter-
action. 
The fact that our modern 
technology has enabled us to 
enhance this wonderful facet
 of 
our 
democratic  process to such 
an extent 
should
 only make 
every devout 
politician more 
eager to engage
 in the forum
 of 
"electronic
 debate" 
which  it is 
able to 
offer.  
Perhaps  what is most 
dis-
tressing  is the fact that 
Gov.
 
Wilson is intolerant to such a 
modern 
debate  setting. 
This may be highly indicative 
of his many
 vulnerabilities and 
fallacies, which have become 
characteristic of his tenure as 
governor.
 
Gov. Wilson is highly intoler-
ant of the many things which 
have  proven to make this coun-
try great and strong: the 
immi-
grant population and the public 
sponsorship of higher educa-
tion for the youth. 
Gov. Wilson's platform is fur-
ther buttressed by his crusade 
against crime, when, in fact, 
statewide
 and national crime 
rates 
have remained static; the 
amount
 of violent crime has 
decreased.
 
Ten years ago, California 
spent 14 percent of its state 
budget 
on higher education and 
4 percent on prisons. 
Today, both figures stand at 
9 
percent. Gov. Wilson's agenda 
is evident in that we should 
lock up the disenfranchised 
rather than educate our citi-
zens.  
Such a precarious record 
would certainly make me wary 
in fielding questions among my 
constituents which are, outside 
of the media realm, bound to 
disclose certain shortcomings 
in my 
performance  as a primary 
and publicly appointed official. 
The need for
 a debate in 
which Kathleen Brown 
is calling 
for is 
obvious.  
The failure of Wilson to 
accommodate such an event 
further
 evidences the short-
comings inherent in his shoddy 
regime.
 
James F Tracy 
RTVF major 
Writer's
 Forum
 
San Jose
 State 
University
 SPARTAN
 
DAILY
 
New 
Miss  
America 
dispels
 
'perfect'
 
myth 
An historic
 landmark 
has  been 
reached.
 
For once 
in
 the 68 years 
of the Miss 
America  
pageant,
 the lucky 
winner isn't 
an example 
of 
complete 
perfection.  
Heather 
Whitestone,  who 
was crowned 
on
 
September
 17, is deaf. 
She  is the first 
woman to 
be 
crowned in the
 pageant's 
history  with a 
dis-
ability. 
I 
breathed a sigh 
of
 relief. Maybe our
 society is 
becoming
 more aware of 
exactly  who 
American
 
women are. 
Most 
of
 the problems 
I found with the
 pageant 
in the past 
was  the 
distorted
 view of 
who  the 
average American
 woman was 
supposed  to be. 
remember
 watching 
the  pageant and 
wonder-
ing how I 
could  possibly 
compete with 
a 511" 
130
 pound beauty
 with a perfect
 smile who 
tap 
dances, looks great
 in a swimsuit 
and can appear 
calm in front of 2 million 
people. 
I also wondered 
how this could 
possibly  be the 
representation  of the 
American  woman. 
When
 I walk around 
SJSU's campus, I 
don't  see 
a 
majority of Cindy 
Crawford  look-alikes.
 
Instead I see Asian, 
Indian, Latino, white 
and 
African -American 
women  of all shapes 
and
 sizes. 
I also see women
 with children, 
rushing to get 
them into day 
care before they 
get  to their first 
class. 
There are women
 in sweats and 
Levis  without 
Letters 
to the 
Editor
 
Stacey 
Hewitt
 
stall
 
reporter
 
perfectly 
combed  hair 
and straight 
white teeth.
 
Do they 
fall below the
 standards 
of "Miss 
America?"
 
It would 
be
 nice if we 
could  all be 
born
 looking 
like
 we just came
 out of an issue
 of Vogue  
in 
addition
 to being 
smart  and gifted 
in
 the arts. 
But then 
again,  the world 
would  be a pretty 
boring
 place. 
I think our 
society  is taking 
strong  leaps 
toward accepting 
women  of all shapes and 
sizes  
instead 
of
 only looking at the outside.
 
I see signs of it 
every  day as women with dis-
abilities are becoming 
doctors
 and lawyers and 
minority women are reaching positions
 of power 
and influence. 
Our standard
 definition of beauty is also 
changing.  
I see models
 with crew 
cuts and nose
 rings 
walking down
 the runway along 
with statuesque 
beauties. 
The crowning of 
Heather Whitestone will 
hope-
fully change some of 
the ideas of young girls just 
beginning to feel the 
push to be perfect. 
Perhaps a young 
deaf  girl or one with a handi-
cap can watch the 
Miss America pageant 
and  
dream of one
 day seeing herself receiving the
 
crown and walking
 across that stage while 
thou-
sands of people watch in admiration. 
Spartafest  
should 
become  
new 
tradition  
Dear Editor 
The first 
Annual Spartafest
 was a smashing
 
success. 
I must 
compliment  the 
originators  of 
this
 
event for 
creativity  and 
ingenuity.  
To be able to 
hobnob with 
such  SJSU 
luminar-
ies as J. Handel 
Evans and S.T 
Saffold  while 
drinking a Mondavi Pinot Noir and eating chick-
en shish kabob
 somehow restores my faith in 
my
 alma mater. 
May 
this
 Spartafest be the first of many. 
Martin 
Nysted 
Alumni 
PC critics 
blind to own 'extreme' 
language
 
Dear 
Editor:
 
Richard 
Novy's most recent 
letter regarding political cor-
rectness reveals the fundamen-
tal bias most critics of PC share. 
They do not object to the 
manipulation of language as 
such, 
but  they object to the fact 
that it 
is being used for liberal 
rather 
than
 conservative ends. 
Virtually by 
definition,  "politi-
cal correctness"
 is a liberal 
movement. 
However,  liberals 
are not the only 
ones that 
manipulate 
language.
 
During 
the Vietnam War, 
when conservatives 
wanted  to 
downplay
 the fact that civilians 
were being killed, they 
referred  
to "collateral
 damage." 
Jessie Helms 
claims that he 
supports  "family values" 
rather  
than 
admitting
 that he, too, sup-
ports 
censorship  of materials
 
he objects to. 
And at its 
foundation,  manip-
ulation of language
 in advertis-
ing furthers the most 
conserva-
tive goal of all  the 
amassing
 
of profits. 
I agree with Novy 
that  sup-
pression  of free 
speech is an 
evil to be 
avoided.  
That is why I 
conceded  that 
PC at 
times goes to extremes.
 
However, 
conservatives  have 
a 
long 
history 
of
 
"revoking...constitutional
 
rights" and 
shading
 language to 
hide 
the  fact that they 
are 
doing so. 
Novy simply joins 
the long 
list of those, both 
liberal  and 
conservative, who 
are blind to 
wrongdoing 
in the name 
of
 a 
cause 
they support. 
James
 Brent 
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AIESEC
 
Committee  
Meetings, 
5:30-6:30pm, 
SU
 Costanoan 
Room.
 Call Sally, 448-4013. 
SJSU 
Team f7eC114, 
7pm, 
SU 
Guadalupe Room. Call 
Randy 
9248383. 
AKBAYAN 
Club 
General Meeting, 3:30-5pm, SU 
Guadalupe 
Room.  Call 
534-1140. 
Beta Alpha 
Psi 
Welcome Back Barbecue,
 
11:30am-2pm, Campus BBQ 
pit. Call Dan, 358-1200. 
Biology De ent
 
Se_minar, I: 'I bm, DH 135. Call 
Dr Shellhammer, 924-4897 or 
924-4900. 
Buhver-Lytton English Club 
Meeting, 12:30pm, FO 104. Call 
Lara Stunning, 
2930183. 
Career Planning
 & 
Placement 
Advanced Interviewing for 
Business Majors, 2:30pm, SU 
Umunhum Room and Peace 
Corps Opportunities, 1230pm, 
SU Costanoan
 Room and 
Interviewing 
for Success, 
12:30pm, SU Almaden Room. 
Call 924-6033. 
Catholic Campus Ministry 
Weclnesday Night Discussion: 
Do Catholics Beleive 
Everything?, 
7:30pm,
 Campus 
Interfaith Center. Call Fr Mark 
298-0204. 
Mess
 
From page 1 
remembers one resi-
dent last 
semester 
whose  room was 
worse than Koll's. 
"He couldn't sleep 
on the bed
 because all 
of his stuff was on it," 
Bell 
said.  
One finalist
 will be 
chosen from 
each 
state and 
will
 receive 
a 
"Pass the 
Pigs"  
game,  T-shirts 
and  
other  prizes. 
A grand -
prize winner will 
be 
selected
 from 
the  50 
finalists and be 
award-
ed 
$1,000, a 
profes-
sional  room 
cleaning,  
a party 
for 100 of 
his/her 
closest 
friends, and
 a Milton 
Bradley 
prize pack.
 
The 
nominator  
will 
also win 
$1,000. 
Students
 who 
wish 
to 
enter should
 send a 
4" x 6" 
photo  of their
 
dorm
 and 
a short 
paragraph
 
explaining  
why 
they're
 so 
proud  
of their
 
"pigsty."
 
Entries  must 
be
 post-
marked 
by Oct. 10.
 
Fantasy Strategy Club 
Meeting: AD&D, 
Magic,
 & Allies, 
5-10pm, SU Costanoan Room. 
Call 
924-9707.  
Mountaineers 
of SJSU 
Bouldering at the 
Mazzones 
(Bring climbing shoes), 
4pm,  
meet at 4th & San Carlos hot dog 
stand. Call Eric, 395-7515. 
Department of 
Recreation  & 
Leisure Studies 
Rec 
Feat:
 Basketball throw, golf 
putting, prize 
giveaway, 2-3pm,
 
between Campus BBQ 
pit & CCB. 
Call Grace, 636-0908. 
Re-entry Advising
 Office 
Brown 
Bag: Juggling 
Roles  & 
Responsibilities, 
Noon-1:30pm, 
SU Pacheco Room. Call Virginia, 
924-5930. 
Radio Television News 
Directors Association
 
Guest 
Speaker: Colleen 
Odegaard, IV News 
Anchor & 
Reporter, 1130am, DBH 221. Call 
Carla, 924-7914. 
Sigma Theta 
Psi  
Meeting, 7pm, MH 235. Call 
Mon 
ika,
 955-8935. 
SJSU 
College
 Republicans 
Meeting, 2pm, SU 
Pacheco 
Room. Call Ed, 249-1516. 
Sparta Guide is free' and available to 
students, faculty & staff associations. 
Deadline is 5pm two days 
before 
publication. Forms are available at the 
Spartan Daily. Entries may be edited to 
allow
 for space restrictions
 
Attack
 
From page 1 
the torso 
and the right arm. 
Three hours after the inci-
dent, the victim, who lives in 
an apartment complex at 
Seventh and 
San  Fernando 
streets, was released 
front 
the hospital. 
The 
apartment
 manager 
said the area 
where  the stab-
bing occurred
 has had a lot 
of drug activity in recent 
years. 
Louis Quezada, spokes-
man for the SJPD, said an 
incident report 
would  not be 
available until later
 today. 
1 uesclay,
 September 27, 1994
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Officers 
examine  
evidence
 at 
the site 
where
 the 
stabbing
 
victim
 was 
found 
According
 
to 
the vic-
tim, he was
 
stabbed 
by
 
the 
Lucky's  
grocery 
store
 
on 
San 
Carlos  
Street 
Fees:  
High
 
cost
 result of on -campus 
services  
From page 1 
Hermann
 said The
 Event 
Center is partially
 responsible 
for higher 
fees because the 
structure is 
not paid for.
 
Student Union
 fees should 
decrease 
when the center is 
paid off, but that won't 
be
 for 
many years,
 she said. 
Besides student union fees, 
SJSU's 
student health center 
fees are above average at $110 
per 
student
 per year. The sys-
tem average is $82. 
Cynthia Llanes, associate 
director of student health 
ser-
vice, said 
SJSU's
 student health 
fees are 
higher
 than average 
because certain services are 
offered 
on this campus that 
aren't offered elsewhere.
 
"We have many 
education  pro-
grams and stress management 
programs.
 We also have an aller-
gy program, dermatology, podia-
try and mental health care," she 
said. "The 
extra  cost is for more 
personnel
 and medical supplies." 
SJSU 
also  has an in-house lab-
oratory and X-ray 
center, two 
expensive
 facilities other univer-
sities have lost to 
budget cuts. 
"Even through budget cuts we 
have 
never cut back on direct
 
patient care services,"
 Llanes said. 
SJSU 
President J. 
Handel 
Evans, in his 
"State  of the 
University" 
address, lauded 
the 
$55  per semester 
student 
health fee. "[RI 
allows the 
university to 
provide services 
to a student
 body with at 
least 
40 percent
 of its student body
 
uninsured,"
 he said. 
'Brady 
Bunch' house a 
drive -by 
tourist  
attraction
 
LOS  ANGELES (AP)  
It looks 
like  a million 
other
 two-story 
homes, but when
 "The Brady 
Bunch"
 moved in, it became a 
middle-class 
monument.  
Visitors still 
drive by to look 
at the 
split-level
 house in 
the  
Studio 
City area 
of
 the city 
JEREMY HOGANSPARTAN
 DARN 
Reflected  
through her 
bathroom
 mirror, 
Meghan
 Koll hangs out in her  Joe 
West Hall dorm room.  
Koll  
attributes
 her messy dorm to the absence
 
of 
her  
roommate, who was gone 
for the 
weekend.  
.  
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iniecnons:
 
Center
 
offering 
free
 nu snots 
From 
page 
1 
for the
 
elderly
 or 
those 
suffer-
ing
 from 
chronic
 illness.
 
Anyone  
working  
in a 
confined
 
area,  
especially
 if 
they
 are 
prone 
to 
getting
 the 
flu, 
should  
consider
 
the 
vaccine,"
 
Disbrow
 
said. 
Influenza,
 
commonly
 known
 
as the
 flu, 
is a 
potentially
 life
-
threatening
 
disease  
that 
is 
caused
 
by
 a 
virus.
 
When  
the
 flu 
attacks
 the
 lungs,
 the 
lining
 of 
the 
respiratory
 
tract
 is 
dam-
aged.
 The
 
tissues
 
temporarily
 
become
 
swollen
 and
 
inflamed,
 
but
 
usually  
heal 
within
 
two  
weeks.
 
It is 
usually
 not
 
serious
 for
 
most  
healthy
 
children
 and
 
adults.  
But for
 
people
 
who  
are
 
unhealthy
 
or 
who  
have  
high 
health
 risks
 
such
 as 
chronic
 
lung 
disease,
 
asthma,  
bronchi-
tis,
 
heart
 
disease
 or 
diabetes,  
the 
flu can
 be 
extremely  severe 
and 
even
 
fatal.  
In 
1990, 
the death
 toll 
In
 the 
U.S. 
from 
influenza  and 
pneu-
monia  
reached  
79.513.
 
'Flu
 
immunization  
is 
not 
just  
for
 the 
elderly 
of those 
suffering
 from 
chronic
 
illness.  
Anyone  
working
 in 
a 
confined 
area, 
especially
 if they 
are  prone to 
getting  
the flu,  
should 
consider  
the
 
vaccine
 
JoAnn  
Disbrow
 
Visiting 
None 
Association  
When
 a person
 is 
immunized  
from
 the 
flu,  the 
body  
receives  
the 
inactivated
 influenza
 
virus-
es 
that  are 
expected
 to 
cause  ill-
ness 
that  
year.
 
The 
vaccinated
 
person  
builds  
up
 antibodies
 that
 protect
 the 
body 
from  the 
live flu 
viruses.  
"The amount of 
antibodies
 in 
the 
body is greatest 
one or two 
months 
after  the 
vaccinations.
 
That is 
why  the best 
time to 
receive a 
flu  shot is in 
the fall," 
Disbrow said. 
Needle
-free and 
regular  vacci-
nations
 will be 
offered  at 
select-
ed 
Longs Drug
 and Safeway
 
stores 
throughout
 the 
county  
during
 the months of 
October,  
November  and early 
December.
 
Nurses  from the 
VNA will be 
administering  
drive -through
 flu 
vaccinations  
to motorists
 from 
9 a.m. to 3:30
 p.m. on 
Oct.  12 in 
designated  
areas, 
including  the 
parking  lots 
at Eastridge
 Mall, 
the Oakland
 Coliseum,
 the San
 
Mateo 
County 
Fairgrounds  
and
 
the 
Pinole 
Vista  
Shopping  
Center.
 
The  flu 
shots
 cost $8 
for a 
regular
 or drive
-through  injec-
tion and $12
 for the 
needle
-free 
injection.  
Regular  
vaccinations  
are $10 
to 
all SJSU 
students 
at SJSU's 
Health 
Center. 
where the 
Bradys began their 
television 
adventures
 25 years 
ago. 
It no longer 
resembles the 
house viewers 
might  remember 
from the 
series.  The trees and 
shrubs have 
grown,
 and the 
current owner put up a fence a 
few years back 
to keep away 
gawkers.  
The beige, ranch
-style  house 
first appeared in the series' sec-
ond episode,
 aired on Oct. 
3, 
1969, and 
in
 all of the 115 
episodes
 that followed. 
Viewers
 saw the house from 
several angles,
 usually just
 
before the 
camera  took 
them  
"inside." But 
all the shots were 
taken  before the series'
 debut 
and recycled throughout
 its 
five-year
 run. 
"It just had a 
good
 look to it," 
said
 Guy Weddington 
McCreary, 
San 
Carlos: 
Construction  to begin 
From page I 
Margolin said. 
The Add/Drop 
form  will have 
a "Repeat" box that must be 
checked by the Instructor 
Students taking the course for 
the first time will have priority 
over students seeking to repeat.
 
The new system will 
apply  to 
undergraduates only, according 
Student
 
Specia  
Must show current Student
 I 
to Margolin. Also, it will not 
affect students who have offi-
cially withdrawn from a class 
and have a "W" on their acade-
mic record. 
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Felton resident
 Mary 
Diehl, left, sunbathes along 
the  San 
Lorenzo 
old  
daughter  
Kelly  Long plays
 in the
 
background.
 The park, located 
River shores  
in the Henry Cowell Redwood 
State 
Park. Her six
-year- 
in the Santa Cruz mountains,
 also 
offers
 20 miles of hiking trails. 
Outdoor
 
splendor  is 
less than
 a half 
hour 
away 
in the 
Santa  
Cruz
 
mountains,  
but
 with 
the fun 
comes  a 
few
 
precautions
 to 
follow...  
IN 
THE  
GREAT
 
OUTDOORS
 
Story 
by A.J. Nomai 
Spartan Daily 
Staff  Writer 
Photos
 by Chris Gonzales
 
Spartan Daily Staff
 Photographer 
there
 
are  times when 
living
 in a 
bustling city will begin to bear 
down on a 
person.
 All the traffic 
and smog, 
crowded
 parks and loud 
malls, pestering neighbors and 
barking dogs. 
Its
 easy to start
 feeling closed in at 
times. But look to the west and be reas-
sured that sanctuary is not far away. 
The Santa Cruz 
mountains
 stretch 
from as far 
north as San Francisco, to 
Salinas in the south, offering the antithe-
sis of city life. Hundreds of miles of trails 
crisscross through terrains
 as varied as 
life itself, offering stunning 
vistas of the 
Bay Area and the Pacific Ocean.
 
it's closer to  a 
lot of trees," explained 
environmental studies 
senior John 
Jamoles, a regular hiker.
 "People haven't 
invaded it to the point where 
it's crowd-
ed. It's very serene." 
If just a day's worth of hiking isn't 
enough to 
repair nerves damaged by 
city life, long-term arrangements 
can  be 
made at the variety of campgrounds 
nestled 
in the mountains. 
Before anyone goes running to 
the 
hills, some precautions should be kept 
in
 mind. 
One concern that has been getting a 
lot of media attention is mountain lions. 
According to Jan Anderson, mountain 
superintendent for the California 
Department of Parks and Recreation, 
there haven't been any sightings of 
mountain lions in the Santa Cruz moun-
tains.  
"We have 
warnings  up though," she 
said. "Personally, I haven't seen one, but 
I'd 
like  to." 
But that doesn't mean 
an encounter 
won't happen, Anderson said. She 
points out that children 
are  more likely 
to be 
attacked because they look more 
like small prey. 
Anderson advises that 
hikers should travel in groups
 and, if 
there is an encounter, to make plenty of 
noise.
 
Another danger is ticks. 
At
 the begin-
ning of most trails, a tick 
warning  is 
posted. 
"The danger with ticks Is Lyme dis-
ease," Anderson said.  
"Hikers should wear light-colored 
clothing so they can see the ticks on 
their clothing," she said. "And cover up 
from head to toe 
so the ticks can't get at 
their skin." 
After the hike, 
Anderson  said, hikers 
should check themselves for ticks. 
"You
 might not realize It at first 
because you can't 
really feel It, but there 
might be one on 
you,"  she says. 
If a tick is 
found, 
carefully
 
remove it 
and watch 
the  bite 
area 
for 
infections.
 "It
 will 
get a 
ring 
around  it 
and 
become 
like  a rash, 
if it is 
infected," 
Anderson  said. 
If you 
have
 any 
doubts,  be 
sure
 to 
contact
 a 
hospital.
 
The 
best  
recommendation
 
Anderson  has 
for hikers 
are  
not to 
hike  alone 
and  to 
carry 
plenty  of water. 
"If you do go 
alone,  be 
sure someone
 knows where
 
you are 
going  and 
when
 you 
plan on 
being back,"
 she 
said. 
"It  is also 
important  to 
know your own
 capacities 
when 
you're  hiking," 
Anderson  said. 
"Know 
how far and how 
long you can 
hike and
 be sure to rest
 when you're 
tired." 
Before 
going  camping, 
Anderson  rec-
ommends 
making a list of 
the things you 
need to 
bring.  But if you 
forget  that can 
opener,  don't 
fret,
 Anderson said.
 
"The good thing
 about the parks 
that 
we 
have is that you can
 drive to a near-
by town and get
 something if you
 forget 
it." 
Anderson  also said 
to
 be prepared for 
the weather. 
"Big Basin gets a lot 
of
 moisture from 
fog and
 mist," Anderson said.
 "That's 
why the redwoods 
grow there." 
When camping, the major 
wildlife
 con-
cern is raccoons. If food is lying around, 
they will get 
to
 it. 
"The 
very best way to keep all of your 
food
 safe is to lock it up in your car," 
Anderson
 said. "We do have locking 
wooden
 lockers, but the car is even bet-
ter." 
And don't even think about feeding 
that cute 
raccoon. "We don't recom-
mend feeding any 
animals,"  Anderson 
said. "It's dangerous to you and it teach-
es the animals
 to depend on human 
beings and not how to fend for them-
selves."
 
Are raccoons
 dangerous? 
"Any animal can be dangerous when 
harassed or aroused. Raccoons can be 
harmful 
if
 you annoy them." 
The following is a selection of state 
parks offering hiking and/or camping 
that
 are close to San Jose: 
Castle Rock
 State Park 
The main attraction of Castle Rock
 
state 
park  is its sandstone ridges that 
began 
rising from the seabed 25 million 
years ago.
 Castle Rock and 
Goat  Rock, 
two
 sandstone monoliths,
 are a favorite 
for
 professional and amateur
 rock 
climbers
 alike. However,
 the park ser-
vice 
recommends that 
rock climbing 
Mark Tower struggles as he 
pulls  
himself
 up while climbing 
to the top of a 
rock at Castle Rock State 
Park.  
only be 
done by those 
with the proper 
equipment and training. 
Castle Rock State 
Park's  trails show-
case evergreen 
forests  and various 
wildlife communities, as 
well as a water-
fall 
along  the Skyline to the 
Sea
 trail. 
The park is about 2.5 
miles from the 
intersections of 
Highways  9 and 35 (take 
Highway 9 toward Santa
 Cruz, then take 
a 
left at highway 35). 
Castle  Rock state 
park offers over
 23 miles of hiking 
trails  
and
 a backpacking 
campsite  located 
about two
 miles from the 
parking  area. 
Reservations  are not 
required.  
Henry Cowell 
Redwoods  State Park 
Best 
known  for its 
ancient
 redwood 
groves, Henry 
Cowell  state park has 20 
miles of trails. 
Trail  difficulties range 
from leisurely strolls through 
redwood  
groves  and along the San 
Lorenzo River, 
to more hilly and 
demanding  trails. 
There are also picnic grounds,
 camp-
grounds and a 
steam  train ride. 
To get to the 
campgrounds,  take 
Highway 17 to Santa Cruz.
 Once in 
Scotts Valley, take 
the Sims Road exit to 
Graham Hill Road. To 
get  to the picnic 
grounds, go past the campground 
entrance on Graham 
Hill road, to 
Highway 9, then make a left. 
Reservations are
 required for camping. 
Big Basin Redwoods
 State Park 
With diverse forests,
 ranging from red-
woods to mixed evergreen, Big Basin 
State Park offers the opportunity to see 
a wide variety of plant and animal life. 
Trails for all hiking capabilities are easi-
ly accessible. A 20-mile hike to the 
ocean along a segment of the Skyline to 
the Sea Trail offers the most challenge. 
Big Basin is accessible by Highway 9, 
then by following the sharply winding 
Highway 236 to the park entrance. 
All reservations can be made by calling 
Mistix, 1 -800-444 -PARK. For 
additional 
information, call the Department of Parks 
and Recreation, (408)429-2850. 
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FOOD
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GO 
 
Mandarin  & 
Szedivan
 Cuisine
 
/OP 
 13ox 
Lunches To 
Go 
 
 Lunch and
 Dinner 
 
Catering
 
Available
 
OPEN DAILY 
11:30- 9:00pm 
294-3303
 
or
 
998-9427  
131 
E.
 Jackson 
Sheet
 
6 
Blocks  
North  of Santa 
Clara
 
Between
 3rd
 and 4th 
Street
 
$1.00 
Off with Student 1.D. 
Call Ahead To Reserve Broomball Night 
Lessons for all Ages and Skill Levels 
Parties and Groups Always %keine 
Full Service Pro Shop 
Public Sessions Daily 
FIGURE 
SKATING  
HOCKEY PROGRAM 
1500 S. Tenth Street. San Jose 
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Alma, near Municipal Stadium) 
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SUNDAY/
 MONDAY
 
51.00
 
Drafts
 during
 all 
Football  8, 
Sharks  
games
 
$2.00 
Shooters  
(hips  & 
Salsa  and 
munchies  
al   
Dos Locos
 Cantina.
 Inside the 
Pavilion 
4089939616
 
$2.00 
TUESDAYS  
WEDNESDAYS 
THURSDAYS 
You call 
it 
It's only 52.00 
Guest  
Bartender
 
Night  live 
musk 
with  
Bartender
 calls
 
discount  
specials  
your 
special 
6-10p.m.
 
D.J.  10
-dose  
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
BURRITOS
 TACOS 
AND
 
MORE! 
OPEN UNTIL
 
0 
AM MAY 
THURSDAY 
FRIDAY  AND SATURDAY 
VIALS OVEN FROM THE CLAM 
AUL M .0-1111.18 
FREE OUESADILLA with 
purchase of a SUPER BURRITO 
with this coupon 
44 330 S.  
Third  St. San Jose 
(408) 977-1212 
a 
FRIDAY/SAT  
Nightly 
specials
 
and 
promos
 
Bartender 
calls 
the specials
 
Sal
 St 
Luigi  
Pizzeria
 
Homemade
 
Food 
Since
 
1960 
Famous
 
For...
 
 
Ricotta
 
Cheese
 
or 
Meat 
Ravioli
 
 Gnocchi 
 
Lasagna
 
 Sandwiches
 
 
Beer
 & 
Wine 
 
We
 make
 our 
own  
Italian
 
Sausage
 
Open  
11 AM 
Closed
 
Monday
 
297-1136
 
= 
347 S. 
First
 
St.  
San  
Jose
 
3 
Blocks
 
From  
Campus
 
ON 
NEW 
& 
USED  
BOOKS,
 
COMPACT
 
DISCS 
 Buy 
 Sell 
 
Trade
 
STUDENT
-TEACHER
 
DISCOUNTS
 
Mon.
-Thu.
 
1Qam-9pm
 
Fri.
 & 
Sat.  
10a1p-lOptn
 
Sunday
 
12pm-8pm 
 
/ 
I 38,4 
Santa 
Clara'St  
(Betwalr-3111
 4th)
 
Downtown
 San 
Jose 
286-6275
 
RECYCLE
 
BOOKSTORE 
I authentic mexican food 
I Open 
Until  3 am 
 
Thursday -Saturday 
 10 am -10 pm Mon. -Wed. 
I 17E. San Fernando St. 
rberweer 274 037d) 
298-5030 
"coupon is required' 
L 
- expires 10/16/94
  
NEXT 
TO TOONSI 
Downtown San Jose 
72 East 
Santa  Clara St. 
Between 2nd
 & 3rd 
"FAST,
 FRESH,
 
HEALTHY"  
ROASTED
 CHICKENS,
 BURRITOS 
TACOS
 vECATARIAN
 SALADS 
MEXICAN
 
STYLE 
FREE  
QUESADILLAI
 
WITH
 
ANY  
PURCHASE
 
El? 
I1-9144  
AT 
The 5 artan 
Choice
 ! 
117 E. San Carlos 
Between
 
3rd and 4th Street 
Downtown San Jose 
Free Delivery 280-0707 
l 7 San Carlos Downtown  
G.1 
$ 
 or 
COT GOOD
 WITH ANY OTHER OFFER  
EXPIRES10/10/9ti 
off 
any 
large 
Free
 Delivery 280 
0707 
I
 San Can.,
 I ri 
SJ
 
off 
any 
medium 
r-
"1 
LNOT GOOD WITH ANY OTHER OFFER  EXPIRES 10/10/911 
6 
Tuesday,  
September
 
27,  
1994
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Cross
 
country
 trims
 times 
Spartans
 
finish ahead  of 
three teams
 at 
Aggie Invitational
 at 
UC
 
Davis  
By Joanne 
Griffith  Domingue 
Spartan Darts
 Stail Writer 
The SJSU 
cross  country 
women 
blazed
 past their team 
goal at the 24th annual
 Aggie 
Invitational at the
 Univeristy of 
California  at Davis
 this week-
end. 
After beating
 just one team 
in
 
previous
 meets. SJSU wanted
 to 
finish 
ahead of two. 
Instead  
they 
blasted past three
 teams 
 San 
Francisco  State, 
University of 
Pacific and 
College of Notre
 Dame  and 
they cut 
another  two minutes 
off their team time. 
"We're 
getting  better and bet-
ter." 
said Erin Hayes, cross 
country
 runner and sophomore. 
"They've (other teams) had a 
'We
 just started. 
We 
still have
 girls 
coming
 out (for 
the 
team).
 At the 
end 
of the 
season, 
when  
everyone's
 getting 
tired,  that's 
when 
we'll kick
 butt.' 
Erin Hayes 
Qom Country runner 
couple
 of months to train and 
summer 
training," Hayes said. 
"We  just started. We still have 
girls coming out. At the end of 
the 
season,
 when everyone's 
getting tired,
 that's when 
we'll  
kick butt." 
Ten teams and 115 
runners 
competed
 in the meet.
 Julia 
Stamps,
 an unattached 
runner,  
set a new
 course record in 
the 
5K run 
at 16 minutes and 58 sec-
onds. 
The  previous 
record
 was 
set last 
year  by CeCi St. Geme 
at
 
17:00. 
"They  (SJSU women) 
all ran 
pretty  well," said 
Augie 
Argabright, coach 
of the SJSU 
women's cross 
country  team. 
"They are all 
dedicated  at prac-
tice. That's 
all  you can ask." 
The UC 
Davis  women's team 
finished 
first.  SJSU women
 fin-
ished as follows: 
65th,  Liz 
Mousourakis, 
21:07;  77th, Leslie 
Asbury, 21:55; 86th,
 Erin Hayes, 
22:57; 93rd, 
Juanita
 Moreno, 
24:02; 97th, 
Kana Shibuya, 24:21; 
99th, Lorena 
Altar°, 24:31; 
100th, Christin 
Fredrick, 24:53; 
107th, Theresa 
Nguyen,
 27:01. 
"The Aggie 
Invitational  is 
more than just a race," said 
Sue  
Williams, head cross country 
coach at UC Davis. 
"It's a cross 
country
 festival 
with half collegiate
 teams and 
half club 
teams  and elite run-
ners. We're 
happy to have San 
Jose 
State back in. It's nice 
to 
see 
them have a 
program 
again."
 
The meet began 24 
years  ago 
as an alumni event
 with a barbe-
cue and a low-key, 
family atmos-
phere, said Doug 
Dull, UC Davis 
assistant athletic
 director. 
"It is a good meet
 for SJSU," 
Dull said. "It's
 a nice atmos-
phere  for them to continue their 
progress." 
For their next meet, the 
SJSU 
team travels to Palo Alto 
for the Stanford Invitational, 
3:30 p.m., Saturday, on the 
Stanford golf course. 
"It's a real tough meet," 
Argabright said. "Some of the 
best teams in the country
 will 
be there, probably 
seven of the 
top 15. Stanford is up there, 
too." 
Stanford's 
women's cross 
country team is 
ranked No.3 in 
the 
nation.  
San 
Jose State women hope 
to 
knock another 100 
seconds
 
off their team time. 
"We're moving
 up," Hayes 
said. "Most definitely!" 
Making  
room
 
for the new
 
'Air'  
Steve
 
'Air' 
McNair is one of the 
top 
quarterbacks
 for the 
1995  
NFL Draft 
Move over 
Michael Jordan. 
There's a new "Air" that has 
stolen 
your nickname as well as 
your heroics
 in neither of your 
two 
sports.  
His name is 
Steve "Air" 
McNair, and he is the best col-
lege quarterback
 the majority of 
tie college football fans
 haven't 
st en 
play  yet. 
The NFL past for the black 
quarterback 
has been one with 
much 
controversy.  Some think 
African -Americans haven't 
been  
given fair opportunities, 
and 
some imbeciles believe the 
black man isn't smart enough 
for the quarterback position. 
The Alcorn State senior has  
become 
the only NCAA Division -
IAA 
football
 player to be consid-
ered for the Heisman Trophy, 
since Gordie Lockbaum of Holy 
Cross. 
People unfamiliar with the 
McNair name may ask how can 
a guy from a small 
predominate-
ly black 
college in Lorman, 
Mississippi  draw so much atten-
tion? 
Simple.
 
McNair completed 105 of 183 
passes for 1,764 
yards and 16 
TD's 
in four games. Those sta-
tistics
 are only rivaled
 by 
Georgia  quarterback Eric Zeier 
(passed for 1,307 
and  9 TD's in 4 
games). 
and Florida's Terry 
Dean (passed 
for 775 yards and 
14 TD's in 
3 games). 
Oh. 
but that isn't
 all that 
McNair 
can do. He 
also
 has a 
talent for
 running the 
ball. Can 
Zeier and Dean do 
that? McNair 
is so good his Division
-IAA team 
t40041, 
MARC J. 
SPEARS  
Spears on 
Sports
 
was shown on ABC last 
week in 
the 
south.  
McNair amassed 409 rushing 
yards for an average of 102.25 
yards per game. From my 
knowledge of college football,
 I 
can't think of a quarterback 
who is so dominant as an arse-
nal attack and on the ground. 
Even with the positives, two 
huge negatives on the ASU 
Braves' QB is the competition 
or lack thereof  in the Southwest 
Athletic Conference, and no 
run-ins with Division.I-A schools 
this season. 
But McNair recently set a 
Division I -AA record with 647 
yards and eight 
touchdown  
passes in a 54-28 win 
over
 
Tennessee -Chattanooga. This 
was 171 yards better than 
Division -IA powerhouse 
Alabama(ranked
 11th
 in the Top 
25 last week) when they faced 
the Tennessee school. 
So Heisman chances 
basically  
comes 
down  to politics. Also, 
McNair's ability to comeback 
after a shoulder separation he 
faced last Saturday in a 48-23 
loss against Sam Houston State 
(by the way he had 395 yards 
passing, and 2 TDs in the game) 
will have a big influence on him 
getting the award. 
But let's look forward a cou-
ple months to the 1995 NFL 
Draft. McNair is already being 
looked at as one of the top QB's 
to be selected. 
In two NFL scouting services 
on seniors, McNair was the #1 
college quarterback in the 
BLESTO report, and #3 in 
the 
NFL
 Scouting report behind 
Zeier and USC's Rob Johnson. 
Warren Moon, Randall 
Cunningham  and Doug Williams 
have 
been the only quarter-
backs of African -American 
descent to gain respect in the 
league. Also, former SJSU gradu-
ate student and current Los 
Angeles Raiders tightend Jamie 
Williams.
 
Williams recently did a docu-
mentary film on how the 
media  
perceives black quarterbacks. 
He feels the opportunities for 
black quarterbacks haven't 
been
 given. 
In a 
recent  Sports Illustrated 
article on McNair, Williams 
spoke of being upset after 
Florida State's Charlie Ward 
a1994 Heisman Trophy winner, 
did not get drafted into the NFL. 
"...The guy did it all in col-
lege, and he didn't get drafted. I 
was talking with 
Jerry Rice and 
Ricky Watters, and they were 
like, 'I can't believe that hap-
pened.' It hit an 
emotional  
chord with black Americans. It 
gave everybody a sour taste," 
But what happened to Ward can 
be looked at as racial incident or it 
could be looked at as a business 
decision, to not take a chance on a 
player 
that
 couldn't make a com-
mitment between pro football
 and 
basketball. 
If
 race was a factor the New 
England 
Patriots  wouldn't have 
drafted quarterback
 Jay Walker 
in the 7th round 
(198th pick). 
Walker is an African
-American 
from the historically
 black insti-
tution of 
Howard
 University. So, 
if Ward's not being drafted 
was 
racial, 
why  was Walker chosen? 
There seems to have been 
some 
racially  motivated actions 
against the NFL having black 
quarterbacks in the past. 
But there are too many talent-
ed black groundleaders
 in col-
lege football today
 for this to 
continue. 
McNair 
seems  to be the quar-
terback 
of the future who 
will 
open the 
NFL door for many 
black 
quarterback's
 like 
Nebraska's 
Tommy  Frazier and 
Colorado's Kordell 
Stewart
 to 
get a fair shot to the NFL. 
All Kinds of 
Cornice!! 
Old
 & New 
Comics!!  
Underground
 
Comics!!  
Wholesale!
 Retail!! 
Comic Collector
 Shop 
Sob 
Sielehottom  
(408)
 287-2254
 
73 E. San 
F er n Ando. San
 j013e CA 
95113  
In the same S.I. article it said 
that Doug Williams
 once stated 
in reference to being a black 
quarterback,
 "If you're black 
you have to 
walk  on water or be 
gone." 
I sincerely hope his
 statement 
if it is true 
remains
 in the past 
and will not be the 
same
 for the 
future. 
But if so, 
African
-American's 
everywhere
 will be looking 
for  
the 
new "Air" to 
bury
 the 
thought in 
such
 a way that it 
can never be resurrected.
 
Marc J. Spears is a former 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer. His 
column will appear every
 other 
Tuesday  
Computer
 
f . 
SPECIAL
 RATES 
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Fillt
 
STUDENTS!!  
US(  
coach  
hospitalized
 
after  
accident
 
LOS 
ANGELES  
(AP)  
Southern 
Cal 
basketball  
coach 
George
 
Raveling,
 
who  
sustained
 multiple
 
fractures and 
a collapsed 
lung  in a 
car  
accident,
 
probably  won't 
need 
surgery but is 
expected 
to be hospitalized 
for up 
to two weeks. 
Raveling,  57, fractured
 
nine ribs, his collarbone
 
and 
pelvis when his Jeep 
Cherokee collided 
with
 
another car near the 
USC 
campus Sunday
 morning. 
"George 
Raveling is 
in
 
stable 
condition,"  
Dr. 
Demetrios
 Demetriades, 
trauma director at USC 
University Hospital, said 
Monday in a statement 
released by the school. 
"He will undergo 
conserv-
ative 
treatment
 and I do 
not anticipate
 having to 
perform surgery. I 
expect  
he'll be able to get out of 
ued within 
the next two 
days and out of the hospi-
tal
 in the next 10 -to-14 
days. 
"If everything goes as 
planned, he should be 
able to resume light
 
duties at work in three 
weeks." 
Raveling was treated at 
the emergency room of 
Los Angeles County/USC 
Medical Center and 
then 
transferred 
to USC 
University Hospital
 on 
Sunday night. He is not 
taking calls or 
visitors,  
the school said. 
"I feel like 
I'm  the lucki-
est guy in the world to 
have survived this acci-
dent and to be receiving 
such expert care from 
USC University Hospital," 
Raveling said in the state-
ment. "I anticipate a 
speedy recovery." 
386 w/VGA Monitor 486 
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 Hard Drive 
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San 
Jose  State University 
WORLD  
EVENTS
 
Clinton
 
lifts
 
sanctions  
against
 
Haiti  
Says U.S. presence 
enables a mending 
of economy there 
UNITED NATIONS 
(AP) - 
Citing "a moment of 
opportunity"
 
for  
democracy,  
President Clinton lifted 
travel,  
trade and Most other U.S. 
sanctions against
 Haiti on 
Monday and urged other
 
nations to follow suit. 
Clinton told 
the U.N. General 
Assembly  that lifting the 
sanctions would 
hasten 
rebuilding of the impoverished 
country and was being done "in 
the spirit of 
reconciliation  and 
reconstruction."  
He suggested the 
sanctions  
were no longer needed, with 
American and other forces 
.ly 
in place in the
 Caribbean 
country
 to force 
compliance  
with the 
American -brokered 
agreement to 
restore
 president 
Jean
-Bertrand  Aristide 
to
 power 
by
 
Oct.
 15. 
Clinton  said 
some sanctions
 
would 
remain  in 
force,  
including a 
freezing of 
bank
 
accounts and
 other 
assets
 
against  Haiti's
 military 
leaders
 
and their 
supporters.  
The U.S. 
government 
has a 
list of 600
 people with
 ties to 
Haiti's 
military junta
 who will 
remain 
under the 
sanctions.  
officials said. 
Clinton said
 the 
operation
 
demonstrates  
that "progress
 
can be made
 when a 
coalition  
backs up diplomacy
 with 
military power." 
Pentagon, 
Defense  Secretary 
William Perry cautioned 
that 
while U.S. troops are 
being  
greeted as friends
 and not 
Classified
 
The 
SPARTAN DAILY 
makes no clam for products or 
services adverdsed below nor is 
there any guarantee implied. The 
classified cokrnns of the Spartan 
Daly consist of peed 
advertising  
aid offerings are not approved or 
verified by the 
newspaper. 
VOLUNTEERS 
BE A 
FRIEND!
 
Caring 
and friendly 
volunteers  
needed to 
help 
individuals  
with mental illness become 
independent! Flexible hours! 
Training and support 
given. 
Gain 
practical
 experience for 
psychology, 
social  work. OT, 
nursing or related fields. 
Call Teresa Jackson at 
408/526-1288
 or 408/287-2132. 
MUM
 
FUNDRAISING.
 Choose
 front
 3 
different
 fundraisers lasting
 either 
3 
or
 7 days. No 
investment. 
Earn  
$88  
for
 your
 group plus
 personal 
cash 
bonuses for yourself.
 Call 
1-800-932.0528. Ext. 65. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS  
NEW STUDENT DENIAL PLAN: 
Office 
visits
 and x-rays no charge. 
SAVE MONEY and 
your
 teeth. 
Enroll
 now! 
For brochure
 see A.S. Office 
or 
call (800)
 655-3225. 
AUTO FOR SALE 
86 DODGE
 RAM CHARGER 454 
8 cyl. Low 
miles.  Grey & Silver w/ 
dk red
 interior. Excellent
 condition. 
$6,800.  Gene: 
2854994.  
EMPLOYMENT
  
CHILD 
OEVELOPANNT
 FAVOR. 
Teddy  
Bear 
Home 
Preschool
 needs 
an 
assistarr to 
help wilh snack clew up 
& supervise
 chitten Han
 2315:30, 
Mon. trru Fri.. 
$5.00/rr.  Lxated new 
Bascom and
 Curtner 
Ave.
 Si Call 
Alice: 559-4654. 
KITCHEN 
HELP
 NEEDED:
 56.50/hr 
Set-up/Serve/Clean
 up.
 Mondays:
 
3-7pm 
or 640pm 
Leave 
msg.  
292-7303
 
TEACHERS/TEACHERS'S
 
AIDES.  
Motivated,
 dedicated
 professionals
 
sought to 
work at 
Campbell  area 
school 
age child care 
site. Great 
afternoon
 schedules.
 Substitute
 
positions  
also 
available.  
Call 
Valerie 
at 408.723-9363.
 EOE 
PART TIME 
WAIIPERSON
 NEEDED 
Evenings & 
Weekends.
 
Salary
 
+ 
Tips. 
Apply  in 
person.  
Britannia  
Arms, 5027
 
Almaden 
Expressway  
San 
Jose.  
CA,  
VALETS
 FULL
 & 
PART  
TIME
 
Flexible 
hours.
 Apply
 in person
 at 
2752  
DeLaCruz  
Blvd. 
Santa  
Clara
 
Park  & 
Service.  
IMMEDIATE
 
P/T  
OPENINGS
 
Golf
 
Course
 
Snack  
Bar
 
positions.
 
$5.50  
$6.00 
per 
hour 
d.o.e.  
plus 
free 
golf & 
lunch!
 
Call
 Tia 
at
 
Shoreline  
Golf 
Links  
415.969.7100.
 
 
BACK 
TO 
SCHOOL
 
JOBS
  
Sports  
minded  
students
 to 
make
 
8150.-8225.
 
weekly,
 
working
 
17.25  
Ilex
 
hours.  2 
jobs 
available.
 
(No  
phone  
sales  
or 
agency)
 
Call  
Kristi
 for 
info: 
249-8446.
 
MOUNTAIN
 
MIKES  
PIZZA
 
Delivery  
driver 
& 
kitchen
 
help.  
Earn 
up to $8.00
 
per 
hour
 in 
wages.  
tips & 
commission.
 Apply 
in person. 
2011
 
Neglee 
Ave. Si. 
DIRECT
 
CARE.  
PARTTIME
 
$6.00
 HR.
 
Non 
profit  
residential
 facilities
 
for young 
adults
 
with 
autism.  
Call
 
408448-3953.
 
Spark
 
Foundation.
 
MARKETING
 
ASST.
 
Direct  
mail.
 
general  
office,  
computers,
 good 
with details.
 
$7.15/
 
hour.  
15-20  
hr/wk.  
Call  
243-9173.
 
MARKETING
 
Environmental/Nutrthon
 Co. 
seeking
 
outgoing
 
individuals 
with 
outstand
 
ing
 
leadership
 
abilities.
 
PT/FT,
 
will  
train.  
Telecommunication
 
positions  
also 
available
 
reselling
 surplus 
digital 
iong 
distance
 
service
 of 
top  
long 
distance
 
carriers.
 
PT/FT,
 
will  
train.  
Call  
Mark  
408733-3933.
 
TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR
 
P/T 
instructor for eiern
 schools. 
(*gee not
 
required.
 Call voice 
mail  408-450-2411.
 EOE/AAE
 
ENJOY 
WORKING WM CINDREN? 
Small World Schools is currently 
hiring 
for F/T 8, P/T 
positions  for 
Preschool & Day Care. A variety of 
shifts 
available  in San Jose, 
Bel-
mont, 
Millbrae  
& San Bruno. Also 
hiring
 for
 substitutes 
flexible  
scheduling does not interfere with 
school
 obligations. Prefer 12 ECE 
or 6 ECE completed
 current 
ECE 
enrollment  for all 
positions.
 
Benefits & an 
abundance  of 
growth
 opportunities! Please call 
408257-7326 to 
whedule
 interview. 
WAREHOUSE ASSOCIATE.
 
Electronic distributor 
seeking  1.0 
part time Warehouse Associates 
to process 
customer
 orders in a 
fast paced 
environment.  Previous 
order pulling experience in
 
elec-
tronics environment preferred.
 
These are 3 month temporary 
assignments with 
possibility of 
regular
 part time employment.
 
Please send or fax 
resume to: 
JDR VICRODEVICES, INC. Attn: 
John Cash. 
1850
 South 
10th Sr
 
San Jose, CA 95112. Fax #: 
408-494-1444.
 EOE/M/F/V/D. 
PARKING ATTENDANTS for 
Ampco Parking. Immediate 
openings.
 Must have valid CDL. 
Bilingual
 in Spanish or Vietnamese 
encouraged to 
apply  at 95 
South Market Street,  Suite 460, 
San Jose. 
ACUFACTS,  INC. 
Security
 Officers / Patrol 
Drivers  
Full-time / Part-time
 
Apply: Mon.- Fri., 8am.  
5pm.  
555D Meridian Ave. San Jose 
(408)286-5880  
87.00 TO $8.00 PER HOUR 
with scheduled increases. 
IMMEDIATE 
OPENINGS  
Full-time
 or Part-time 
AU. 
SHIFTS AVAILABLE 
FULL 
TRAINING 
EXCELLENT BENEFITS 
Credit Union
 / Paid Vacations 
Medical/Dental Insurance 
WEEKLY PAY 
CHECKS!  
Apply. Mon.- Fri. 8am- 5pm, 
Vanguard 
Security Services 
3212
 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara. 
Near 101 at San Tomas Expressway. 
ENVIRONMENTAL ACTIVIST. Join 
Silicon Valley
 
Tonics Coalition's 
campaign  to protect ground water 
and promote green technology. 
Committed workers needed 1:30 
10:00 for 
fundraising/organizing.
 
Make a difference
 while making a 
berg. 2867882. E0E. 
GIVE 
A DAMN? GET A 10131 
Join Silicon Valley Tomes 
Coalition's 
campaign  to protect the Valley's 
failing 
ground water. Committed 
workers needed 5:15-9:30pm for
 
fundraising/community 
organizing.  
Make a difference
 
while  
making a 
Irving. 
288-7882. EOE. 
invaders in Haiti, it is critical
 
that 
vital  humanitarian 
aid begin
 flowing into the 
nation. 
Perry said that U.S. 
forces
 
have
 been told to defend
 
themselves and that the 
Marines involved in Saturday's 
shoot-out had acted within the 
military's rules of engagement. 
He cautioned Congress 
about 
setting
 a specific date for
 a 
troop withdrawal,
 saying that 
would 
"complicate  our military 
operations." 
Clinton's 
lifting of the U.S. 
embargo
 on Haiti 
came
 as more 
than 
200 Haitians 
who  had fled 
their homeland 
boarded  a Coast 
Guard cutter 
at the U.S. base at 
Guantanamo  
Bay, Cuba,
 to 
return 
to Port-au-Prince.
 
Aristide himself
 had urged an 
end 
to the 
sanctions
 on Sunday.
 
A trade 
ban  was 
imposed
 by 
GET A 10131 We are Takeout
 Taxi. 
America's 
argest 
dinner  
delivery  
service. We deliver 
dinners
 from 
restaurants like
 Chits.
 TGI 
Fridays.  
& 
Marie  Callenclers to homes & 
businesses. Many &1S1I students 
have
 enjoyed our
 
flexible  8, friendly 
work environment.
 You can too. ok.,  
positions
 
an 
cat time in the
 evenrgs. 
Call Mis inslited wand. 369-9401. 
Mobile Welter/WaKrese: Deliver 
from the restaurant to the °Acmes 
home or 
business.
 Earn $9-$12/hr
 
hour. Youmust be at least 18, have 
your own car, ins. & 03 
floe
 thri one 
ding on rxr DMV. Posititons in the 
Cupetro/C,ampbell area cr 
South  Sal 
Jose. Cash tips
 nightly!!!
 369-9401. 
Certain advertisements In 
these columns may refer the 
reader to specific telephone 
numbers or addr   for 
additional information. 
Classified readers should be 
reminded that, when making 
these further contacts, they 
should require complete 
Information before sending 
money for goods or services. 
In addition, readers should 
carefully investigate 
all firms 
offering employment
 listhigs 
arcoupons for discount 
vacations or merchandise: 
RENTAL 
HOUSING 
780 S. 11TH STREET APTS. 
Large
 2 bctm/2
 
be.
 
8745-8796/mm
 
Responsive management. Walk or 
ride bike to school. Very clean, 
roomy & 
remodeled.  
Security  type 
bldg. 
Quiet  with good neighbors. 
Laundry  facilities.  Cable 
T V. 
Ample parking. 
We take advance 
deposits. Call 298-9157. 
2 BDRM / 2 BATH. 3 
blks oft 
campus. Includes water, garbage 
& cable TV. Laundry and 
parking
 
avail. $750./mo. + $600./dep. 
No last month. Ask about $200 
move-in bonus! Call 295-5256. 
RENT A SPACIOUS 1 BR. APT. 
in landmark bldg. Huge windows, 
miiiiblinds,
 new appliances 
incl. D.W. & disposal. A/C. 
Neutral carpet, intercom 
entry, 
gated covered 
parking,  laundry 
room.Great  
views!
 1 blk
 from 
campus. 2 perscns
 OK Rent from 
$650. Aspen Vintage Tower
 
297-4705.
 
2 Badman Apra:rant 
S750/max  
 Security 
type
 building 
 Secure Parking 
 Close
 In 
 Modern Building 
 Free Basic Cable
 service 
 Laundry
 Room 
Village Apts.
 576 S. 5th St. 
(408) 295-6893. 
2 BORN. 1 BATH. COTTAGE,  
Avail 9/1. Private entrance & 
parking. New carpet. NI util. paid. 
Nonsmoker  
only. 
Close  
to campus S. 
130  St.
 ,frrbi94713974 947C9  
ROOMMATES
 
RECENT SJSU GRAD WANTS 
easy
 going M/F Non-smoker to 
shore 2 bdrm 1 bath 
in quiet WI-
low Glen, near A. rail. $350./mo.
 
265-8553. 
FEMALE ROOMMATE needed 1 
block to SJSU,
 A/C, Pool. Garage, 
Clean apt. $310/mo. Call 
Lisa 
279-0781.  
SERVICES  
GENERAL/TECHINICAL 
Rarearch/Edleng/ProofreadIng
 
Write Now, (408)738-0436. 
P/T RESEARCH 
ASSISTANT  
Available. Broad
 Academic 
background in Social Science. 
Proficient on Mac. 
General 
knowledge of library databases 
and bibliography materials. 
Excellent References.
 Call: 
(415)
 327-4609. 
FREE ALIGNMENT CHECK 
and BRAKE
 INSPECTION! 
Student Discounts. 
Rig-0 -Tires,
 2336 El Camino 
Real. 
Santa  Clara.
 
Mork Fn: 8 to 5:30, Sat: 9 to4. 
261-4430.
 
WRITING, 
RESEARCH, EDITING. 
Versatile,
 expert staff. Fast 
turnaround,
 free 
fax delivery. 
Long experience
 helping 
ESL 
students.
 Call 800-777-7901. 
WRITING 
ASSISTANCE
 any 
subject. Why suffer and
 get poor 
grades when help is just a call 
away? Harvard 
Ph.D.  (former 
college teacher) assists 
with
 
research
 & writing. Tutorial also 
avail.
 
Friendly,
 caring,
 confidential. 
Convenient Peninsula location. 
Dissertation/thesis
 specialist.
 
Samples & references available. 
Chinese  & other 
langs. spoken. 
Foreigners
 welcome! Call today 
for free phone consultation: 
(415)525-0505...ask for Daniel. 
MEN & WOMEN - BARE IT ALL! 
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. 
Stop shaving, waxing,  tweezing or 
using chemicals. Let us perma-
nently remove your unwanted 
hair. 
Back 
Chest-
 
Lip- Bikini - Chin -
Tummy
 etc. Students & faculty 
receive 15% discount. First appt.
 
1/2 price if made before Dec. 31. 
1994.  Hair
 Today Gone 
Tomorrow,  
621 E. Campbell
 Ave. #17, 
Campbell . (408) 379-3500. 
MODELS Portfolio Photography 
Free consultation. Will trade ser-
vices. Call 
Michael  @224-7548. 
WRITING HELP. 
Professional  
editing, rewriting, proofing, ghost-
writing. 
Letters,  reports,  books. 
essays, theses, articles, etc. For 
more 
info please call Dave Bolick. 
510401-9554. VISA/MASTER-
CARD. FAX. Emergencies O.K.
 
the Bush 
administration
 after 
Aristide was deposed
 in a 
1991 coup, 
and additional 
sanctions were 
imposed
 earlier 
this year. 
Critics have argued
 that the 
people hurt most have been
 the 
citizens, not Haiti's leaders. 
"I 
urge
 all other nations to 
do 
the same," Clinton said. 
A U.N. trade 
embargo
 on Haiti 
remains in force, but 
it
 seems 
unlikely to 
continue since 
Clinton's appeal. 
"Essential  civil order will be 
restored. Human 
rights 
violations  will be curbed.... The 
military leaders will step down, 
the democratic government will 
be restored, President
 Aristide 
will return," 
Clinton said. 
Clinton said the world is "giv-
ing the people of Haiti their
 
chance at freedom.
 ... All have 
contributed to this moment." of 
AFFORDABLE 
LEGAL CLINIC 
Attorneys
 & Paralegals
 
 lmmigration &Traffic
 Problems  
'Divorce & Bankruptcy
  
 
Personal
 Injury  
 
All  Legal 
Matters   
(408) 286-8087 
Student Voice Mall $7.
 
Month' 
No 
more  
missed  
messages]
 
Rent your own private,
 password -
protected voice mail box 
( 3 month
 minimum). Pager 
notification
 and group
 boxes 
available. 
Call
 today for free 
recorded message. 
24
 hour 
access. 
408261-9880.  
HEALTH/BEAUTY
 
50% oiscouun 
Permanent Cosmetics by Trish. 
Enhance your natural beauty! 
Eye Liner
 - Lips - Eyebrows. 
Expires Dec. 31st, 1994. 
4063794500
 
Hair Today Gone TOMOMON, 
621 E. Campbell Ave. #17. 
Campbell,  CA 95008. 
ENHANCE YOUR PERFORMANCE 
Are you tired of neck pain, 
headaches and low back pain 
from long hours of studying? 
Come see Dr. Galla for a 
Free  Spinal Exam. 408-998-4480 
Bascom  / 
280. 
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC. 
Unwanted
 hair removed forever. 
Specialist. Confidential. 
Your 
own
 probe or disposable. 
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose. 
2474486. 
ARE YOU A PRISONER OF PAIN? 
Break out of the prison of pain. 
Free yourself to once again do the 
things 
you have always enjoyed. 
Feel better emotionally& 
chysicaily.  
Quick and
 affordable.
 
drugless  
pain relief.
 Call 
(408) 374-4960 
Pain 
Relief Center for free 16 page 
booklet on chronic 
pain. 
INSURANCE
 
AUTO INSURANCE 
Campus Insurance Service 
Special Student 
Programs  
Serving SJSU for 20 years 
"Great Rates 
for Good Etrvers" 
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers" 
SPECIAL 
DISCOUNTS 
'Good
 Student' "Family Multicar"
 
CAL). TODAY 296-5270 
FREE QUOTE 
NO 
HASSLE 
NO OBLIGATION 
Also open Saturdays 9-2. 
&SU STUDENT INSURANCE 
No one can 
hang with our rates.
 
Call the 
others  first, 
OR
 
Save Time 8, Money 
and 
Call Us Now!
 
408.2466644 ask
 for Randy, 
or 
page 408.951-8003 
anytime!  
'Can't get away? 
I'll go to you! 
Tuesday, 
September  27, 
1984
 7 
Televised  
scuffle  
between
 
rivals
 
shakes 
African
 National
 Congress
 
JOHANNESBURG.
 South 
Africa (AP) 
- The African
 
National 
Congress  
called
 
Monday for 
an
 investigation
 of 
the 
Zulu nationalist
 leader 
after
 he and his 
bodyguards  
stormed  a 
television
 studio 
and 
scuffled  on air 
with a 
political
 rival. 
Home
 Affairs 
Minister 
Mangosuthu
 
Buthelezi's
 
heavy-handed 
attempt to 
silence a 
political  
opponent
 
was  the 
latest
 twist 
in
 his 
power
 struggle with 
the Zulu 
king. 
The scuffle 
at the 
South  
African 
Broadcasting 
Corp.'s  
studios
 was 
broadcast  live, 
and viewers saw
 a handgun 
in the 
hands  of 
one of 
Buthelezi's
 
bodyguards.
 No 
shots
 were 
fired, and 
it 
is 
unknown
 who owns the 
gun. 
Buthelezi, head 
of the 
lnkatha Freedom 
Party,  said 
Prince Sifiso Zulu threatened 
him with the gun. Zulu  and 
SABC chief executive 
Zwelakhe Sisulu said the 
gun 
came from a Buthelezi 
bodyguard.
 
"Buthelezi's 
actions,  seen 
by millions of TV 
viewers all 
over South Africa, amount to a 
frontal attack 
on freedom of 
speech 
and  freedom of the 
press and are incompatible 
with the 
provisions
 of the 
Constitution,"
 the ANC said in 
a 
statement.
 
Fourteen ANC 
lawmakers  
Issued statements. saying
 
Buthelezi's 
behavior  was espe-
cially
 troubling because of his 
status as 
a Cabinet 
member.  
Phone:
 924-3277 U FAX:
 924-3282 
AUTO  INSURANCE 
Accepting New Unvers 
Good Student Discount: 25% 
Good Driver Discount: 20% 
Other Discounts Available 
Other Insurance Available 
Call SHIRLEY (408)
 267-6067 
FARMERS
 INSURANCE GROUP 
$50.00 
STUDENT
 DISCOUNT! 
ASTORIA INSURMCE BROKERAGE 
Auto,
 Jet Ski, Motorcycle. 
Boat, Home mile, Insurance. 
'Alumn( 
serving  "Students" 
...Talk to me. I'll help
 you. 
DUI? Accidents? Suspended Lic? 
Call me, (Don) 408-247-3734. 
Open 
on Sat/Sun 
with appt.
 
only!
 
TRAVEL 
HITCH THE SKIES!! 
Europe- $249. 
Hawaii / 
Chicago  $129. 
Call For Free Program Description 
AIRHITCH® 
1-800-397-1098
 
WORD PROCESSING
 
WORD 
PROCESSING  / 
TYPING. 
West San 
Jose/Cupertino.  APA-i-
Term papers 'Group projects 
'Thesis 
Letters 
Applications
 
Reames *Tape transcription. etc. 
Nursing/Math/Science/English.
 
Laser
 printer.
 Days 
& evenings. 
7 days. SUZANNE. 446-5658. 
CALL MARCIA 2664448 
for Word Processing Services 
Edit &  Format Specialist for 
Theses/Projects/Term
 Papers. 
APA  Tumbler,  MLA 
Grammar, 
Punct.,  Phrasing 
Tables. Graphs. & Charts. 
Will  also edit disks. 
600 dpi Laser Printing 
Resumes/Cover Letters 
International Students Welcome 
10 minutes from campus! 
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing. 
Theses,  term papers,  group 
projects,
 resumes, 
letters.  etc. 
All 
formats.  especially
 APA. 
Experienced, dependable,
 quick 
return. Transcriptions available. 
Almaden / Branham area. 
Call Linda (408) 
264-4504.
 
HAYWARDFREMONTUNION CITY 
Wordprocessing  
and 
typing:
 
All work 
accepted!!
  Reports  
Theses  
Proficient with 
APA.
 
MLA. and Turabian formats:
 
Quick & Speedy turnaround:
 
WP 5.1, Laser 
printer. Call me 
7 days a week 7 am to 
10 Pm,
 
Suzanne Scott
 510/441-0504. 
CALL ANNA AT 
972-4992 
for 
dependable,  
professional
 
wordprocessing.
 Theses, term 
papers,  
resumes,  group 
projects, 
etc.  
Transcription.
 
Free spelling and 
grammatical
 
editing.  Free 
storage.
 Fax 
machine. 
One -day
 turnaround 
on most 
work.  8am to 7pm. 
DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL
 RATES FOR NATIONAL
 / Acigvcr RATES 
CALL  408-924-3277 
Print  your ad here. Line is 30 
spaces, including letters, numbers,
 
punctuation
 & spaces
 
between
 
words. 
mm  mm 
rillIMODOODOODOOMODOOMEIDOMEM
 
EDOMODOMOMMOODOODOMMOOM
 
OMMODEMMEMMOODOOTIMODE177
 
Ad 
Rates:
 3 -line
 Minimum 
Ono Two Throw 
Day 
Days Days 
3 Moo $5 
$7 $9 
4 lines $6 
UI $10 
linos 
$7 $9 
$11 
6 lbws
 
$8
 $10  $12 
$1 
for
 
each 
additional  line
 
Four 
Days 
$11 
$12 
$13 
$14 
Name
 
Five
 
Address  
DRY*   
$13
 
tiv 
Stage  
$14 
$16 
$16 
Altar the
 fifth day, rata 
Inavaboa by 
$1
 pot day. 
First line (25 
spaces)
 set in bold for no 
extra charge 
Up to 
5 
additional  
words  available in bold for $3 
each  
SEMESTER  RATES 
3-9 lines 
$70   10-14 lines: $90 
15-19 
lines' 
$110 
Zr
 
rode  
Send check
 or money order to 
partan 
Daily  
Classifieds
 
San Jose State
 University 
San  Jose, CA 
95192.0149
 
 
t3ssitied
 
desk is located 
in Dwight Bentel 
Hall Room
 209 
IN 
Deadline  1000 
a m 
two weekdays
 before publication
 
 All ads are prepaid  
No 
refunds  on cancelled ads 
 
Rares for 
consecutive
 publications 
dates  only 
 
QUESTIONS?
 CALL 
(406) 921-3277
 
Please check / 
one classification: 
,..,amous 
cube
 _  ":1 
Housing  
3reek
 Messages* 
_,,,-icinrrates
 
Events* 
_Rea
 
Estate 
Announcements,  _Services 
_Lost and Found** _Heath/Beauty 
_Volunteers* _Ride Share* 
_For
 
Sale*
 
_Autos For Sale* 
_Electronics* 
_wanted'  
_Employment  
_^irrintl.in !es 
_Insurance
 
_Entertainmenot
 
_ravel 
_Tutoring. 
_Word Proce,  .. 
_SCholarshict  
 Special 
student  rotes 
available
 for these 
classitications.$5.00  for 
a3
 
line ad for 3 days. Ads
 Must be placed in 
person  in 
DBH209, between
 10am and 2pm. 
Student ID required.
 
**Lost & Found
 ads are offered
 free, 3 lines 
for 3 days, as a 
service to the 
campus 
community.  
3) 
We'
 PROFESSIONAL Experience. 
Typing 
& transcription for ALL
 your 
needs
 including COLOR. 
Copying,  
binding
 & FAX available. Pick
 up 
& 
delivery.  REASONABLE 
RATES.  
Timeliness
 
& 
satisfaction
 
guaranteed.
 
Tutoring
 
available  
in some
 subjects.
 Contact 
Candi  
at 
(408)369-8614.  
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS. 
Science
 and English papers/ 
theses our specialty.
 Laser 
print-
ing. Free spell check and storage. 
APA. Turabian
 
and  
other
 
formats.
 
Resumes. 
editing,
 graphics
 
and 
other  services available.
 
Masterson's
 Word Processing,
 
Cal 
Paul
 or Virginia 
408-251-0449  
I HATE 
TO
 TYPEI" 
it this got your attention. give your-
self a 
break.
 Let me do it for you! 
Resumes,  term papers & theses. 
APA format. $2.00 per double 
spaced  
page
 / 5.00 
minimum.
 
Cash only. Ca! Julie 
-4-45-0707
 
AFFORDABLE la EXPERIENCED 
Professional
 Word 
Processing!  
Theses. 
Term Papers.
 Nursing & 
&cop 
Projects,
 Resumes. Letters, 
Manoscrots. etc. WordPerfect
 5.1,  
HP Laser IL All 
formats,  specializing 
in APA. Spelling, punctuation 
and 
grammatical  editing. Free 
disc 
storage
 All work guaranteed! 
Worry free. 
dependable.  and 
prompt  
service. 
To avoid disappointment.  
call 
now 
to
 
reserve
 your time!
 
Call 
PAM 
247-2681.  (Ram -Spin).
 Plus 
Save Addlgormi 10% Pee Werra  
DEPENDABLE
 PROFESSIONAL 
wordprocessing.  Theses, 
term 
papers, 
resumes.
 group 
projects.
 etc. 
Transcription.  
Free
 spelling  and 
grammatical
 
editing.  Free storage. Fax 
machine.
 
One -day
 turnaround
 
on most work. 8am to 7pm. 
Call Anna at 972-4992
 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
ATTENTION UNDERGRADUATES! 
Learn how 
to find
 little known
 
grants
 and scholarships on 
your 
own or by using a low 
cost 
matching 
service.  
Cali  
1-9004411145  Ext. # 
153. Cost 
$1.95
 
per minute
 / 5 
minute  call. 
Must 
be 18 or 
older.  
Infoservice,
 
Los Angeles. CA, 
MONEY FOR COLLEGE!!! 
Money is waiting for you net
 now 
from
 
Private  Scholarships. Grants 
and 
Fellowships. No Financial 
Need and No GPA 
minimum. 
For FREE literature
 and 
application 
package.  
CALL NOW: 408292-2400 
leave
 name. 
address. phone. 
BILLIONS 
available  for your 
education,
 all 
students  
quality!  
Free 
message18001666-GRAD.  
. ' 
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Tuesday.
 September
 27, 1994 
San Jose State  University
 SPARTAN 
DAILY  
Commission  
says
 
families,  not 
welfare  system,
 
should
 
support 
immigrants
 
WASHINGTON  (AP) 
 A fed-
eral 
commission  
will  propose 
that 
Congress  
change
 immigra-
tion laws 
to make families 
who  
bring relatives 
to the United 
States  legally 
responsible  for 
supporting them. The 
plan  fol-
lows an 
explosion in the num-
ber of immigrants 
receiving  wel-
fare 
benefits.  
Authorized  by Congress in 
1990 to 
examine immigration 
policies and their 
impact on 
society and the environment, 
the 
U.S.  Commission on 
Poll says young 
have more faith 
in UFOs than 
Social  
Security  
WASHINGTON (AP)  Young 
Americans find it easier to 
believe in UFOs than the 
likeli-
hood Social 
Security  will be 
around when they 
retire,  says a 
group that 
surveyed the 
nation's "Generation X." 
The survey, released 
Monday.  telIF a "chilling tale 
of 
young people 
convinced  that 
the social con-
  tract between 
the genera -
The
 sur-
 
tions  has
 been 
vey  tells 
dissolved," 
a 
'chilling
 
said the spon-
soring group, 
tale of 
Third  
young 
people
 
convinced 
that the
 
social  
contract 
between 
the gen-
erations 
has
 been 
dissolved.' 
Millennium. 
The 
name
 
refers
 to the 
period follow-
ing the 
year
 
2000, 
when
 
people in the 
age group 
sometimes 
called 
Generation  X  
will be moving 
into positions 
of authority. 
According 
to the poll. 
Third just over one-
Wthennium
 fourth of peo-
"urwYsP"'3"1 ple between 
the ages of 18 
  and 34 believe 
Social Security 
will still exist when they retire, 
compared with 46 percent who 
think there are UFOs. 
Only 9 percent of the young 
people think Social Security
 will 
have the money to pay their 
retirement benefits. 
"Despite their faith in UFOs, 
young 
people know that the 
solution to the
 Social Security 
funding crisis will not fall from 
the sky," said Richard Thau, 
Third  Millennium executive 
director. 
A new 
draft report by the 
Congressional Budget Office 
concludes that "no easy fixes 
to the funding problems of the 
Social Security system exist." 
This year, CBO estimates that 
Social Security will collect 
about $58 billion more than it 
will  pay in benefits. 
During the retirement 
years 
of the baby boomers, the gener-
ation of people born between 
1946 and 1964, annual 
benefits  
will  
exceed  receipts
 and the 
trust funds will be exhausted 
by 
2029. 
The congressional budget 
experts
 conclude that improv-
ing 
the  investment returns of 
Social  Security's trust funds or 
investing to improve 
overall
 
economic growth will not solve 
the funding problem. 
Third Millennium 
said Social 
Security is "hurtling
 toward its 
next financial crisis." 
Serious,  
structural reform is 
desperately  
needed, it said, but the political
 
will to make the difficult 
deci-
sions
 has not existed. 
"And as public 
confidence in 
the 
retirement  
system
 deterio-
rates, 
intergenerational  
conflict  
becomes 
an increasingly
 likely 
feature 
of the 
American  
public  
landscape,"  
it said. 
Third 
Millennium  
said
 that 
while  
Generation
 Xers 
have been 
labeled  
selfish
 and 
self-centered
 
by the 
media, Its
 survey 
demon-
strates it 
is the 
elderly
 who 
care
 
most 
about  
themselves.
 
Immigration Reform
 will issue 
its 
first report to 
lawmakers  on 
Friday. 
According to 
the  commis-
sion's executive director.
 Susan 
Martin,
 the nine -member 
adviso-
ry panel headed 
by former Rep. 
Barbara Jordan 
wrestled  for 
days 
with the complex and 
polit-
ically explosive 
issues surround-
ing welfare and 
immigrants. 
In a series of 
unanimous  deci-
sions, the
 commission 
will rec-
ommend 
to
 Congress that illegal 
immigrants 
be barred from 
'We can't lift the safety net 
for legal, per-
manent residents. But at the same time, 
families have to take
 more responsibility.' 
Susan Martin 
Director, U.S. Commission
 ou Immigration Reform 
most public aid, aside 
from 
immunizations, emergency med-
ical care,
 school lunches and 
child nutrition programs. 
The commission
 also believes 
there should 
be
 no broad ban 
on welfare 
benefits  to legal 
immigrants, as some lawmakers 
have proposed, 
but that the 
families 
who  bring their rela-
tives to the United States must 
be held responsible for support-
ing them.
 
"We can't
 lift the safety net 
for 
legal,  permanent
 residents,"
 
Martin said in an 
interview. "But 
at the same 
time,  families 
have
 
to 
take  more 
responsibility."  
Most legal 
immigrants are 
the 
spouses,
 children, parents
 or 
siblings
 of US. 
citizens  and 
long-term,  permanent
 residents. 
If immigrants
 cannot show 
they 
have financial 
resources
 or 
a job in the United States, 
their  
sponsors must be able 
to
 sup-
port 
them
 and are required to 
sign a non
-binding  affidavit of 
support.
 
Martin  
said
 
commissioners  
believe  these 
affidavits 
must
 be 
made 
legally
 binding 
on the 
sponsors,
 with 
exceptions  in 
cases of 
unexpected 
illness, 
injuries,  a 
death  in the 
family  or 
the loss of a job. 
"The
 decision to 
bring some-
one 
into  country 
shouldn't  be 
made lightly,"
 Martin said. 
"It 
must also be 
clear to people
 
what the 
expectations
 are." 
The  commission 
also  will ask 
Congress to strengthen 
immi-
gration  laws to keep 
people  out 
"Simplify,
 
simpliIV
 
Henry  
David 
Thoreau
 
"Hey,  
that's
 not
 a bad
 
idea':
 
AT&T
 
AT&T
 
Universal
 
MasterCard.
 
The
 
credit,
 
cash
 
and
 
calling
 
card.  
All 
in
 
one.  
The 
AT&T 
Universal
 
MasterCard.  
No 
annual  
feeever.
 Access 
to cash 
at 
over  
350,000 
locations. 
Plus
 an 
AT&T
 
calling  
card.
 
Because
 life 
should
 
be 
contemplated.
 Not 
complicated.
 
Call  1 
800 
438-8627
 to 
request
 
an
 
application.
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